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The phantom menace
A new threat frighten the world population: the new Millennium Berlin Wall, the new iron curtain: the digital divide menace.
The success of Digital technologies makes some nation grew but does not help less developing countries that still cannot even afford the electricity for the normal phone call.
So, the difference between haves - the on line population- and have nots - the off line population - increases always more and more.

Some countries have privileges and multiple choices on different field like:
- health care and Tele-medicine, direct democracy and privacy regulations, e-learning and home-teaching; some others can not even afford teachers for normal education, do not have infrastructure and money for hospitals and do not have democratic governments.
On this case much has been done by volunteers and NGOs more than by computers or similar.

In the western World, we await the new mobile phone generation, which will allow us to link Internet and mobile, leading us to the perfect interaction ever between computer and phone.

In third world countries, the debts to be paid to Western World, the lack of infrastructure and of primary sources do not allow people to think about tomorrow, to have hope to handle a mobile, to have the chance to check e-mails from Switzerland.
The world opener than ever, the chance for American citizens to talk to Russian are today more than ever.

On the other hand the world is going two speeds, has got new border lines, new "limes" that cut it on two different categories: the info-rich and the info-poor.

Some numbers from the United Nation Developing Programme Report 2000: 70% of mankind never heard about Internet; only 5% can be on-line.
95% of servers, 97% of websites and 88% of Internet Customers are in the Western World (U.S.A and Canada have 57% of server while Africa and Middle East together less than 1%).
International sources like the World Bank, the UN and governments give us the vision of riches always richer and poor always poorer.

Today the world has more than 6 billion inhabitants.

60% are in rural areas. Half of Human beings (circa 2.8 billions) lives with less than 1 dollar in complete poverty.

1.5 billions do not have water,
1 billion is unemployed or without human wages conditions.

125 millions kids do not go to school, 10% of the Population consumes 70% of resources.

Gaps between South and North are today so huge that only the solidarity of the whole planet could narrow the dividends.
The 3 richer countries have income and funds more than the 48 poorest countries annual production.
1.2 billion people live in the developed countries,
4.8 billions in the developing countries.
In 25 years the developing countries will have 6,8 billions people and 4 billions of them will have to live with 2 dollars while 1.8 billions with less than 1 dollar.
The digital divide moreover will enhance all the already existing gaps.

Who is leading the technological world?
This question can be easily answered: the United States of America.
The U.S. have got 41% of Internet customers with 192 billion people connected to the net!

English (U.S.A., Canada, United Kingdom, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and India) is the most spoken language on the net with 47.6% of websites while the other European Languages reaches 29.2% and the Asian languages reaches 23.1% (total non English is 52.4%)

(Source: Global Reach,2000 www.glreach.com)

In America (U.S.A. and Canada) there are 56.005.129 hosts (78% of the total host servers) with 684.56 hosts per 10.000 inhabitants, while in Africa there are only 184.726 hosts (0.3%) corresponding to 2,41 hosts each 10.000 citizens.

In the U.S.A. and in Canada there are 21,34 Personal Computers each 100 citizens, in Africa instead, PC are 0.88 each 100 citizens.

(Source: ITU 1999 www.itu.int)

Why the U.S.?
Surely they have some technological advantage that step by step, year after year they reached; moreover the U.S. used a lot of military technologies (their leading sector) like the Internet, converted for the civil society; but also the governments form 60s to nowadays made special policy to advantage dot.com, to liberalise the market and to free companies from taxes.
Technology is not only internet, indeed, but a lot of companies working on related fields and on different subjects like telephone, media, TV, radio, advertising companies, school, university, foundations, institute technologies and important NGOs, that exploited also the great grown of the economy to make business following the overlapping Japan and the wake Europe.

First, the U.S. spied Japan, leader in this field, then Japan fell on the second floor followed by Europe.

Now the Geo-economy of Information Technologies is changing but it is very difficult to make better than the U.S.

What kind of divide are we talking about?

The Digital Divide, or Digital Dividends or still Digital Apartheid (as called by Colin Power, American Secretary of the state), is a gap, a theoretical division where the 'haves' can afford commodities that the 'haves not' can afford to have.

Education for example, today is based also on peculiar technologies like the elearning or the use of the web, which allows students to be part of the information society, to handle debates with fellows and to do the homework.

Technology, today, making all these things that some days ago were to be made by men, gives people opportunity to have spare time, to create other things, to have ideas and projects, to enhance their social condition.

In the third world, instead, technology do not exist and even more, digital technology is useless cause still there is a lack of primary sources, services: lack of water, food, health!!!

When shall I think about my vacation or spare time if I can not even think what to have for lunch, given that my illness keeps all power out.

It is like a spiral, a circle. In New York my primary needs are satisfied, my secondary needs can be satisfied, day by day, and still have time to cure my person and to organise my free time in order to be happy.

In Rwanda, first I have to find strengths to open my eyes every morning and to search for hope, then the water to be drunk and maybe, after, the food not to starve.

This is the gap!!!!

In some countries as Ted Turner said in the conference" Sharing the Wealth" (Silicon Valley foundation May 2000): we have to forget the Digital Divide. First we have to give them water, food, clothes, a house and education.

So, how can the bridging of the gap helps the developing countries?

Technology based on digital, the Internet, telephones, information technologies can help those society educating them, letting their government be more democratic, giving third world population special glasses to watch out of their conditions and raise the head to the world.

But this create a problem: in globalise time, when the American culture is so dominant, do not we risk that the world will have only one face?

If American business companies let technology reach third world countries, do we not risk a new colonialism? Colonialism of way of life (the American way of life), high perspective of living and equality of thoughts?

The role of governments, Seattle People and civil society

To answer to these questions we can not avoid the debate to fall on the democratisation of the political structure of third world countries.
Seattle people movement is going towards these queries, this direction. Boosting western countries and western civil society to teach the developing countries society how to become democratic and how to compare their world with the Western one, being critical. Also the western societies must wear glasses to see how the third world is done.

**The role of the United Nations**

In the Millennium Report (We, the People. The role of the UN in the 21st Century) there are a lot of proposals on how to bridge the digital divide and moreover there is a red line to be followed to narrow the gap: following the U.S.A. example and developing technologies but with a Human Face. 3 Proposals, moreover, fit clearly with the Information Problems in third world countries:

1) building cyber troops (volunteers) to teach developing countries to use new technologies.
2) building a Health Inter network to link 10,000 hospitals websites
3) a satellite and digital net (first on the ground) to face natural disaster or similar emergencies.

Where shall the UN get the funds to finance all these projects?

In the Millennium Report there is a new financial architecture draft where, besides governmental funds, of rich countries (like Japan), UN search for links with the Business companies like the International Chamber of Commerce (1998), the Rotary clubs, the fashion industry and the flight and assurance companies.

Working together is the key world used by Kofi Annan.

In July 2000 Annan proposed a Global Compact: a global pact with private companies on specific fields like working rights, human rights and environment.

Working together, with UN as director of the orchestra. Specifically related to the Digital Divide there has been the creation of a task force (Dot force) which shall be a divisional UN agency like UNDP or UNESCO.

UN can only be the moderator of a new debate on the future of the world and much more on the future of the digital divide bridging.

**Conclusions**

The narrowing of the digital divide is a huge opportunity to create a human globalise world.

Different models in different countries, must be the slogan; but all countries with the same opportunity.

Giving education, food, health and experience to third world countries is not easy but it is still the goal to be achieved in the New Millennium.

It is no more possible to be proud and selfish of our world, not caring about our brothers in the South of a single, unique world.

If I shall answer the question: who can solve the Digital Divide problem, I would say:

We, the People.
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